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            What if Lab

        
                    


                    
            

                
                                    
                                                    Fast developments create challenges for which plug and play solutions do not exist. We believe designers possess the inventiveness and creativity that form the basis for innovation. Design is a flexible and extendible discipline that can respond to our ever changing modern society.



What if Lab challenges the business community and the design world to unite and come up with specific answers to current issues. What if Lab is about exchange: companies and service organisations get the chance to work closely with professionals in design and designers get the chance to work on large, more complex challenges. Both parties broaden their network at the same time.



What if Lab is there for everyone who recognises the challenge in a problem and believes that everything can be better, more beautiful or more efficient. Past results offer no guarantees for the future, but they do provide proof that nothing is impossible!

                        
                                            

                
                
                            

            




            
            
    
    

        
        
            
    
        
            What if Labs

            
                Check the pages on the right for more information about the different What if Labs.
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            Ongoing

            
                Check the pages on the right for updates about ongoing What if Labs.
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        Magazine

        What if Lab at Dutch Design Week

        14.10.22

        
            What if Lab

        

                    What happens when you pair designers with major parties from the business world? In What if Lab, designers get to work on questions from organisations such as SWECO, ReumaNederland, municipality of Amsterdam, municipality of Eindhoven and Taskforce RIEC. By joining forces, together they come up with valuable new perspectives or concrete concepts. At Dutch Design Week, you can come and see the results of some of these Labs with your own eyes. We have listed the Labs and their locations for you.
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        Magazine

        About Dutch Design Foundation

        05.06.19

        
            Dutch Design Week
Dutch Design Foundation
What if Lab

        

                    Dutch Design Foundation (DDF) is optimistic and believes that the problem-solving capacity of designers can improve the world. That's why DDF offers designers opportunities, support, publicity and a platform. But how do we do that?
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        What If Lab | How data and design can help prevent custodial placements

        26.10.18

        
            What if Lab
Dutch Design Foundation

        

                    What if Lab: Smart Society meets design. How can we successfully utilize data within the youth welfare sector in order to minimize the likelihood of a custodial placement?
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        What If Lab | Province of Noord-Brabant

        24.10.18

        
            What if Lab
Dutch Design Foundation

        

                    What if? One of the most powerful questions ever asked, the basis for science and innovation. It challenges the dominant logic. Boundaries are stretched and solutions are created from a different perspective by letting the “what if?” question take centre stage. This is exactly what the What if Lab is all about.
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        What If Lab | 'I'm in', a golden ticket for everyone

        19.10.18

        
            Social
What if Lab

        

                    Commissioned by VNG Realisatie and DDF, morgenmakers (a social design agency based in Eindhoven) designed the concept “I’m In”. An online platform, activities and... a lot of golden tickets!
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                                    Dutch Design Week (DDW) is the platform for quality design. DDW is all about the design of the future and the future of design. DDW opens-up, shares and connects all the different perspectives designers have to offer.
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